A top-k keyword query in relational databases returns k trees of tuples-where the tuples containing the query keywords are connected via primary key-foreign key relationships-in the order of relevance to the query. Existing works are classified into two categories: 1) the schema-based approach and 2) the schema-free approach. We focus on the former utilizing database schema information for more effective ranking of the query results. Ranking measures used in existing works can be classified into two categories: 1) the size of the tree (i.e., the syntactic score) and 2) ranking measures, such as TF-IDF, borrowed from the information retrieval field. However, these measures do not take into account semantic relevancy among relations containing the tuples in the query results. In this paper, we propose a new ranking method that ranks the query results by utilizing semantic relevancy among relations containing the tuples at the schema level. First, we propose a structure of semantically strongly related relations, which we call the strongly related tree (S RT). An SRT is a tree that maximally connects relations based on the lossless join property. Next, we propose a new ranking method, SRT-Rank, that ranks the query results by a new scoring function augmenting existing ones with the concept of the SRT. SRT-Rank is the first research effort that applies semantic relevancy among relations to ranking the results of keyword queries. To show the effectiveness of SRT-Rank, we perform experiments on synthetic and real datasets by augmenting the representative existing methods with SRT-Rank. Experimental results show that, compared with existing methods, SRT-Rank improves performance in terms of four quality measuresthe mean normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG), the number of queries whose top-1 result is relevant to the query, the mean reciprocal rank, and the mean average precision-by up to 46.9%, 160.0%, 61.7%, and 63.8%, respectively. In addition, we show that the query performance of SRT-Rank is comparable to or better than those of existing methods.
Introduction
As the applications for storing text data in relational databases have become prevalent, keyword queries in relational databases have become an important issue [3] , [10] , [11] , [21] , [24] . A keyword query returns a tree of tuples where each leaf node of the tree is mapped to a tuple containing the query keywords, and each pair of adjacent tuples in the tree is connected via a primary key-foreign key relationship. Such a tree is called the Joined Tuple Tree (simply, JTT) [11] . Keyword queries in relational databases have an advantage that users can find their desired information easily without any prior knowledge about database schemas or structured query languages. Figure 1 shows the Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram of the TPC-H database [18] . The ER diagram represents relationships among customers, suppliers, and parts, where parts are ordered by a customer and supplied by a supplier, who belongs to a nation and a region. Figure 2 shows a sample dataset of the TPC-H database. Here, a directed edge between tuples indicates a reference from one tuple to the other via primary key-foreign key relationship.
A keyword query to find the information that a customer whose name is 'Washington' orders parts from a supplier In this paper, we propose a new method to improve the ranking quality of the top-k keyword query results in relational databases. A top-k keyword query returns k JTTs in the order of relevance to the query. Relevance to a query is calculated using a predefined scoring function. Therefore, how to design the scoring function to reflect the user's intention as close as possible is the key to improving the ranking quality of JTTs.
Many research efforts have been made to improve the ranking quality of JTTs [1] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [25] . Existing works can be classified into two categories depending on whether the schema information is utilized or not [24] : 1) the schema-based approach [1] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] and 2) the schema-free approach [2] , [16] , [25] . The former first creates SQL queries that connect relations, to which the tuples containing the query keywords belong, using natural join operations; then, it retrieves the JTTs by evaluating each SQL query. The latter first translates relational data to graph data by mapping each tuple in a relation to a node and each reference between tuples to an edge in the graph; then, it retrieves the JTTs by finding subtrees or subgraphs that connect the tuples containing the query keywords from the graph data. Since the schema-based approach does not have the overhead of translating relational data to graph data, it has an advantage in handling a large amount of data. On the other hand, the schema-free approach has an advantage of differentiating the importance of the JTTs at the instance level. In this paper, we use the schema-based approach to handle a large amount of data.
The scoring methods of existing schema-based approaches can be classified into two categories: 1) the syntactic scoring methods [1] , [6] and 2) the IR-combined scoring methods [7] , [10] , [11] . The intuition of the syntactic scoring methods is that the more joins are needed to connect the tuples containing the query keywords, the less closely associated those tuples are [6] . The syntactic scoring methods use the syntactic score that promotes ranks of the JTTs where tuples containing the query keywords are the most closely adjacent to each other. That is, the representative syntactic score is calculated as the inverse of the JTT size [1] , [6] . Here, the JTT size is defined as the number of relations where each relation includes a tuple in the JTT [11] . The intuition of the IR-combined scoring methods is that text attributes in relational databases can contain rich contents that can be useful for scoring JTTs while those text contents are not considered in the syntactic scoring methods [7] . The IR-combined scoring methods use a combination of the syntactic score and the IR score that has been used in information retrieval. The representative example of the IR score is the TF*IDF, where TF represents the term frequency for a given keyword in a tuple, DF represents the document frequency for a given keyword, and IDF represents the inverse of DF [13] . However, none of the existing works considers semantic relevancy among relations containing the tuples in the JTT. In Sect. 3, we observe that semantic relevancy among relations must be considered as an important factor for improving the ranking quality of JTTs.
In this paper, we first propose a structure of relations that are semantically strongly related, which we call the strongly related tree (S RT ). An SRT is a tree of relations that maximally connects the relations through the lossless join property. Next, we propose an SRT score that reflects the concept of the SRT in the scoring function. The SRT score is the first ranking method that applies semantic relevancy among relations to ranking the results of keyword queries. Semantic relevancy among relations has been proposed to unambiguously interpret selection queries in the universal relational model [12] . However, it has never been used to rank keyword query results effectively. Last, we propose a new ranking method, SRT-Rank, that ranks the JTTs by using a new scoring function augmenting the scoring functions of existing methods with the SRT score.
To show the effectiveness of SRT-Rank, we perform experiments on synthetic and real datasets by applying SRTRank to the representative existing methods. Experimental results show that SRT-Rank improves the ranking quality in terms of four quality measures-the mean normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG), the number of queries whose top-1 result is relevant to the query, the mean reciprocal rank, and the mean average precision-by up to 46.9%, 160.0%, 61.7%, and 63.8%, respectively, compared with existing methods. We also show that the query performance of SRT-Rank is comparable to or better than those of existing methods. Specifically, we show that SRT-Rank improves the query performance by up to 1.78 times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the top-k keyword query in relational databases. Section 3 presents the motivation of this paper. Section 4 explains the semantic unit based on the lossless join property. Section 5 proposes the SRT, which is a structure of relations that are semantically strongly related, and SRT-Rank, which utilizes the concept of the SRT for ranking the JTTs. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 describes related work. Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Problem Definition
We consider a relational database schema R consisting of a set of n relations {R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R n }. We denote the primary key-foreign key relationship where a foreign key of R i references the primary key of R j as R i → R j . A schema graph S G is a directed graph that maps each relation to a node and each primary key-foreign key relationship between relations to a directed edge. We denote the set of functional dependencies that are defined on R as F.
A top-k keyword query Q in relational databases is defined as a pair (W, k) where W is a set of keywords {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w l } and k is the desired number of results. The results of Q are k JTTs with the highest (or the lowest) scores that are calculated by a scoring function. Without loss of generality, in the rest of the paper, we assume that we obtain JTTs with the highest scores as the results. In this paper, we use AND semantics, i.e., only JTTs that contain all query keywords can be the JTTs. We denote the size of a JTT T as size(T ).
We call a subset of tuples in a relation in the relational database as a tuple set [7] ; the set of tuples containing the keywords of a query Q in a relation R i as the non-free tuple set [7] of R i , denoted by R Q i ; the whole set of tuples in R i as the free tuple set [7] , denoted by R {} i . The Candidate Network (simply, CN) [7] of a query Q is a tree connecting free tuple sets and non-free tuple sets for Q through join operators. From now on, to represent a join operator connecting the two relations in a CN, we use the primary key-foreign key relationship between the two relations. We use CNs to generate JTTs as we explain in Sect. 3; we denote a CN generating a JTT T as CN(T ) [11] .
Motivation
In this section, we review existing methods using the schema-based approach for top-k keyword queries in relational databases and discuss their limitations. Existing methods use a relation as a unit to rank JTTs. Specifically, the syntactic scoring method simply uses the number of relations for the JTTs. DISCOVER [6] , a representative syntactic scoring method, uses S yntactic-score(T, Q) =
as the scoring function, where T is a JTT, so that the smaller the size(T ) is, the more relevant the T is to the query. The IR-combined scoring method also uses the syntactic score as a base score. The IR-combined scoring methods such as EFFICIENT [7] , EFFECTIVE [10] , and SPARK [11] use IR-combined-score(T, Q) = S yntactic-score(T, Q) * IR-score(T, Q) as the scoring function taking into account not only the syntactic score but also the IR score. However, both methods do not take into account semantic relevancy among relations. As a result, in some cases, none of the existing methods can rank the JTTs effectively.
Examples 1 and 2 demonstrate these cases. Example 1 shows the limitation of using the syntactic score; Example 2 that of using the IR score. In these examples, for simplicity, Table 1 , S yntactic-score(T 1 , Q) = 1/3 = 0.333 and S yntactic-score(T 2 , Q) = 1/5 = 0.2 since size(T 1 ) = 3 and size(T 2 ) = 5. † There are two approaches to define a document and calculate DF for a query keyword. The first approach defines a single text attribute value as a document and calculates DF for a query keyword as the number of tuples that have the given keyword in a text attribute of a relation [7] , [10] . In this approach, we calculate the IR score of a JTT for a query keyword by summing up the IR scores of each text attribute value in a JTT. The second approach defines a JTT as a document and calculates DF for a query keyword as the number of JTTs with the same schema that contains the given keyword [11] . Here, for a JTT T , the schema of T is a tree where a node in the tree represents a relation containing a tuple in T , and an edge in the tree represents a join between two relations containing two adjacent tuples in T . The second approach is more effective than the first approach. However, calculating DF in the second approach is much more complex than that in the first approach. Thus, explaining the examples using the first approach may dilute the focus of the paper. Hence, for ease of explanation, we have chosen to use the first approach in the examples. However, we have used both approaches in the experiments, i.e., the first approach for EF-FICIENT [7] and the second approach for SPARK [11] .
† † Besides cn 1 
In Example 1, we observe that T 1 is ranked higher than T 2 for both syntactic scoring and IR-combined scoring † . However, we note that this result is less likely to be the user's intention. The user who gives the keyword query {'Washington', 'Smith'} is likely to prefer T 2 to T 1 . T 2 represents the information that a customer whose name is 'Washington' orders parts from a supplier whose name is 'Smith'; T 1 represents the information that a customer whose name is 'Washington' belongs to the same nation as the one to which a supplier whose name is 'Smith' belongs. Here, we observe that the tuples in T 2 are more strongly related in terms of semantics than those in T 1 are even if size(T 2 ) is larger than size(T 1 ). However, existing methods rank T 1 higher than T 2 since they do not consider semantic relevancy among relations. Fig. 4 (a) . This database represents † For ease of explanation, we use simplified scoring functions in Example 1. The scoring functions used in existing works are different but produce the same ranking results as in Table 1 . Specifically, according to Eq. (2) of EFFICIENT [7] , the scores of T 1 and T 2 are 1.0730, 0.6438, respectively; according to Eq. (5.2) of EFFEC-TIVE [10] , the scores are 0.9742, 0.8814, respectively; according to Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3) of SPARK [11] , the scores are 1.4038, 0.8584, respectively. 
Example 2. Let us consider the IMDB database [8]; its ER diagram is shown in
In Example 2, we observe that T 1 is ranked higher than T 2 for syntactic scoring, but T 2 is ranked higher than T 1 for IR-combined scoring. We note that the result of the IRcombined scoring method is less likely to be the user's intention. The user who gives the keyword query {'Gladiator', 'Russell', 'Crowe'} is likely to prefer T 1 to T 2 . T 1 represents the movie 'Gladiator' starring 'Russell Crowe'; T 2 represents the lines that refer to 'Gladiator' in the movie 'Gladiator' starring 'Russell Crowe'. The IR-combined scoring method ranks T 2 higher than T 1 since it considers only the IR score without considering semantic relevancy among relations.
As shown in Examples 1 and 2, there are some cases that existing methods do not rank the JTTs effectively. To rank the JTTs more effectively, we need to take into account semantic relevancy among relations in addition to the existing ranking measures. In Sect. 4, we introduce the concept of the semantic unit that defines the relevancy among relations in terms of the functional dependency. In Sect. 5, we propose a new semantic unit and a new scoring method using the semantic unit.
Semantic Unit
In this section, we first define a semantic unit based on the lossless join property. Then, we define the semantic relevancy among relations using the semantic unit. The database schema designer decomposes a relation into a set of multiple relations to minimize redundancies through the normalization process [19] . The lossless join property must be preserved during normalization since it guarantees that an original relation can be correctly restored by joining the decomposed relations [19] . Thus, we can consider the lossless join property to represent the set of relations that are semantically related. If the set of relations R i and R j has the lossless join property, it is indicated 1) by functional dependencies or 2) by multivalued dependencies. The former requires ((
. The lossless join property indicated by functional dependencies is a property stronger than the one indicated by multivalued dependencies. That is, if a functional dependency B i → A i holds, so does the multivalued dependency B i A i . However, even if a multivalued dependency B i A i holds, a functional dependency B i → A i might not hold. To distinguish the lossless join property indicated only by multivalued dependencies from that indicated by both functional dependencies and multivalued dependencies, we denote the former as LJPbyMVDs and the latter as LJPbyFDs.
Figures 5 and 6 show the set of relations that has LJPbyMVDs and LJPbyFDs, respectively. In these figures, the dotted single-headed arrow represents a functional dependency; the dotted double-headed arrow a multivalued dependency. Here, we classify the set of attributes into three groups according to their characteristics: 1) {A 1 , · · · , A n } is the set of attributes that is determined by other attributes, 2) {B 1 , · · · , B m } is the set of attributes that determines other attributes, and 3) {C 1 , · · · , C m } is the set of the remaining attributes. Figure 5 shows the set of relations that has LJPbyMVDs. The set of relations R i and R j has LJPbyMVDs since a) (
+ holds. Figure 6 shows the set of relations that has LJPbyFDs. Here, (
We claim that LJPbyFDs is a property more desirable than LJPbyMVDs in representing the set of relations that are semantically related. If a set of relations has LJPbyMVDs, the original relation includes attributes that are independent of each other [19] . That is, if α β holds on R, for a given value of α, there exists a Cartesian product of β and R − β − α. For example, in Fig. 5 , for a given value of † F + is a closure of F, which is the set of all functional and multivalued dependencies that can be inferred from F [19] . 
A n } and {C 1 , · · · , C k }, which means that {A 1 , · · · , A n } and {C 1 , · · · , C k } are independent of each other. Thus, those attributes must be separated into different relations, and we consider the relations R i and R j as independent relations. Here, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) , if a functional dependency B 1 → B 2 · · · B m holds, we can further normalize {R i , R j } into the 4th normal form [19] , which results in
If a set of relations has LJPbyFDs, we have a relation in the set, a root relation, where the entire set of attributes in the root relation functionally (i.e., uniquely) determines the entire set of attributes of the other relations in the set.
The relation R j in Fig. 6 is the root relation. The entire set of attributes
. Therefore, we can consider all the attributes in the original relation R i j in Fig. 6 as one relation conceptually. Thus, we have the following definition on the semantic unit.
Definition 1.
A set of relations R sem is defined as a semantic unit if R sem has LJPbyFDs with respect to the set of functional dependencies F that consists of the functional dependencies among attributes in each relation of R sem and the ones among relations in R sem .
We define the semantic relevancy among relations as in Definition 2. Here, we regard that there is an undirected edge between two semantic units if they contain the same relation in common.
Definition 2.
The semantic relevancy among relations is how semantically strongly related the relations are and is inversely proportional to the minimum number of semantic units where those semantic units collectively contain the relations and are connected.
Let us consider a set of relations R set . If all relations in R set are contained in one semantic unit, we can infer that the relations have been decomposed from one original relation since the relations in a semantic unit has the LJPbyFDs (A tuple in one relation uniquely determines tuples in other relations). Thus, we can conclude that semantic relevancy among the relations in R set is strong. On the other hand, if all relations in R set are not contained in one semantic unit, we cannot infer that the relations have been decomposed from one original relation. Thus, we can conclude that semantic relevancy among the relation in R set is not strong.
A primary key-foreign key relationship implies a functional dependency between relations as in Lemma 1. For functional dependencies among relations mentioned in Definition 1, we assume that all such dependencies are represented (i.e., implied) by the primary key-foreign key relationships. We discuss how to check whether a set of relations has LJPbyFDs or not by using the primary key-foreign key relationship. In general, we need expensive operations to calculate R i R j and to check the condition (
Lemma 1. If a foreign key Y in a relation
holds. Since the primary key-foreign key relationship specified in the schema represents the functional dependency between relations, we use it to find sets of relations that have LJPbyFDs. In Lemma 2, we prove that LJPbyFDs inferred from the rooted directed tree † connected by the primary keyforeign key relationship is correct. In the tree, a relation maps to a node and a primary key-foreign key relationship between relations maps to a directed edge.
Lemma 2.
The set of relations {R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R n } has LJPbyFDs if we can create a rooted directed tree by connecting the relations via the primary key-foreign key relationships.
Proof : If R i has a foreign key referencing the primary key of R j (i.e., there is a primary key-foreign key relationship from R j to R i ), R i R j is a superset of the primary key of R j . Consequently, the condition (
We construct a rooted directed tree DT by connecting relations in {R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R n }. Let R root be the root node of DT ; R rc a child node of R root ; R rcc a child node of R rc . Since there is a primary key-foreign key relationship from R rc to R root , {R root , R rc } has LJPbyFDs. Similarly, since there is a primary keyforeign key relationship from R rcc to R where R = R root R rc , {R, R rcc } has LJPbyFDs. Since both {R, R rcc } and {R root , R rc } have LJPbyFDs, {R root , R rc , R rcc } has LJPbyFDs [19] . Therefore, if we add each descendant node of R root to the set {R root } one by one, the set has LJPbyFDs. Hence, the whole set of relations in DT has LJPbyFDs.
For a set of three relations {R i , R j , R k }, let us assume that there is no cycle when we connect the relations via primary key-foreign key relationships. Then, every combination of the relations that can be connected via primary keyforeign key relationships is as follows: (1) (2) , and (3) are semantic units; (4) is not. Examples 3, 4, and 5 show (1), (2) , and (4), respectively. (3) is identical to (2) when R i and R k are exchanged. Fig. 7 A semantic unit {S upplier, PartS upp, Part} in the TPC-H database. † A rooted directed tree is a tree whose root node has a directed path to each node in the tree [2] . Fig. 5 (c) , Nation to R k , and S upplier to R j1 .
Example 3. Let us consider the relations S upplier, PartSupp, and Part in the TPC-H database. Figure 7 (a) represents these relations and the relationships among them. Figure 7 (b) shows a relation S PaP that is a join of these relations. Since we can create a rooted directed tree, the set

SRT-Rank: Ranking Keyword Query Results Using the Strongly Related Tree
In this section, we propose the SRT-Rank, a new method for improving the ranking quality of top-k JTTs in relational databases. In Sect. 5.1, we define a new structure that employs the notion of the semantic unit, which we call the strongly related tree (SRT). In Sect. 5.2, we first define the SRT score by which an SRT contributes to the scoring function. Then, we propose the SRT-Rank, that ranks the JTTs based on the SRT score. In Sect. 5.3, we propose an efficient method for finding the SRTs. In Sect. 5.4, we present a top-k keyword query processing algorithm extending existing ones so as to use SRT-Rank. In Sect. 5.5, we compare the SRT with the maximal object, which has been proposed for the universal relation based on the lossless join property.
Strongly Related Tree (SRT)
In this section, we propose a new semantic unit defined on the "CN" rather than on the "schema graph." The reason why we define a semantic unit on the CN is to take into account not only the semantic relevancy among different relations but also the relevancy among the same relations with different roles. If there is a relation that serves multiple roles in the schema graph, the relation can be involved in a CN more than once with different roles. In Definition 3, we define the strongly related tree as a semantic unit.
Definition 3. A subtree S T of a CN
† is defined as a strongly related tree (SRT) if S T satisfies the following conditions: 1) (losslessness) {R i | R i ∈ S T } has LJPbyFDs. † While a node in the CN represents a relation instance, the lossless join property is the property of the relation schema. Thus, we deal with the lossless join property by using the schema corresponding to the CN. For simplicity, we represent the schema corresponding to the CN as the CN if there is no ambiguity. 2) (maximality) (R j )(R j S T AND (R j is adjacent to a node in S T ) AND ({R i | R i ∈ S T } {R j } has LJPbyFDs)) As in Definition 3, an SRT is a subtree of a CN where the set of relations in the subtree has LJPbyFDs. SRT is a maximal subtree in the sense that it cannot include more relations without violating LJPbyFDs.
We use an SRT as a unit for ranking JTTs so as to utilize semantic relevancy among relations. While existing works employ the syntactic score based on the number of relations in CN(T ) for a JTT T , we employ a semantic score based on the number of SRTs in CN(T ). This way, we can make up for the limitation of the syntactic score with semantic relevancy among relations. In other words, if we rank JTTs using the SRT, we can rank higher those JTTs from a CN whose relations have strong semantic relevancy even if the CN has a larger number of relations and produces a lower syntactic score. Fig. 10 (a) . Hence, cn 1 consists of two SRTs. Meanwhile, we can represent the whole set of relations in cn 2 as one rooted directed tree as shown in Fig. 10 (b) 
Scoring Function based on the SRT
We define the SRT score of CN(T ) of a JTT T as in Eq. (1) so that the smaller the number of SRTs in CN(T ) is, the more relevant T is to the query Q. We denote the number of SRTs in a CN cn as NO S RT (cn) and the set of JTTs for Q as JT T set (Q). Now, we present a new ranking method, SRT-Rank, that takes advantage of the SRT-score. SRT-Rank ranks the JTTs in the lexicographic order [17] so as to prioritize the SRT score than the other scores. The lexicographic order allows us to first rank the JTTs based on the SRT score, and then, to rank the JTTs with the same SRT score based on the existing scoring functions. Table 4 . Thus, SRT-Rank ranks T 1 higher than T 2 in both cases. This result better fits the user's intention.
Example 8. Let us consider again the query Q: ({'Washington', 'Smith'}, 2) in Example 1. For JTTs T 1 and T 2 , NO S RT (CN(T 1 )) = 2 and NO S RT (CN(T 2 )) = 1. Thus, S RT -score(T 1 , Q) = 1/2 and S RT -score(T 2 , Q) = 1/1 as in Table 3. Thus, SRT-Rank ranks T 2 higher than T 1 in both cases. This result better fits the user's intention.
Example 9. Let us consider again the query Q: ({'Gladiator', 'Russell', 'Crowe'}, 2) in Example 2. For JTTs T 1 and T 2 , NO S RT (CN(T 1 )) = 1 and NO S RT (CN(T 2 )) = 2. Thus, S RT -score(T 1 , Q) = 1/1 and S RT -score(T 2 , Q) = 1/2 as in
Finding the SRTs
We now discuss how to calculate NO S RT (cn) for a CN cn efficiently. First, let us consider a naive method that finds all SRTs in cn and count them. The method finds an SRT in cn as follows. For a subtree S T and a node R a where S T consists of a node in cn and R a is adjacent to S T , the method adds R a to S T if {R i | R i ∈ S T } {R a } has LJPbyFDs. The method repeats this process until there is no more R a to add. Then, the result S T becomes an SRT. When n is the number of relations in cn, the method needs to check whether {R i | R i ∈ S T } {R a } has the lossless join property at most n − 1 times. The time complexity for checking whether {R i |
R i ∈ S T } {R a } has LJPbyFDs is O(n)
† . Hence, the time complexity of the naive method to find an SRT is O(n) * O(n) = O(n 2 ). We can find all SRTs in cn by repeating this † To check whether {R i | R i ∈ S T } {R a } has LJPbyFDs or not, we need to do this, for each R i ∈ S T , the direction of the primary key-foreign key relationship between R i and R a . We need to do this n-1 times at maximum. Thus, the time complexity is O(n).
process until every node in cn is included in at least one SRT. Since the number of SRTs in cn is no more than n, we need to repeat the process of finding an SRT at most n times. Therefore, the time complexity of the naive method to find all SRTs is O(n) * O(n 2 ) = O(n 3 ). Now, we propose a new efficient method, called Counting Independent Nodes (simply, CIN), whose time complexity is O(n). The CIN method calculates NO S RT (cn) as the number of nodes, which we call independent nodes, that do not have incoming edges from any other nodes in cn (see Lemma 3) . It first marks the nodes that are pointed by an edge while traversing all edges in cn. When the traversal is complete, it finds out all unmarked nodes, i.e., independent nodes. Therefore, the time complexity of the CIN method is O(e + n), where e is the number of edges in cn. Since e = n − 1 in a tree, we obtain O(e + n) = O(n).
Lemma 3. The CIN method finds NO S RT (cn) correctly.
Proof : Suppose R root is an independent node. We show that a rooted directed tree DT connecting all the nodes that are reachable by directed paths from R root is an SRT. DT is an SRT since it satisfies the following two conditions. 1) {R i | R i ∈ DT } has LJPbyFDs. 2) For a node R a adjacent to DT , {R i | R i ∈ DT } {R a } does not have LJPbyFDs. Condition 1) is satisfied by Lemma 2. Condition 2) is satisfied due to the following reasons. If R a is a node adjacent to DT and R = R i ∈DT R i , {R i | R i ∈ DT } {R a } has LJPbyFDs only if one of the two following conditions is satisfied:
R a is not reachable by directed paths from R root since all nodes reachable by directed paths from R root have already been included in DT . Hence, Condition (i) is not satisfied. Besides, there is no directed path from R a to R root since R root does not have incoming edges. Hence, Condition (ii) is not satisfied. Hence, {R i | R i ∈ DT } {R a } does not have LJPbyFDs.
Query Processing Algorithm
We present a query processing algorithm that extends the existing top-k keyword query processing algorithms to utilize SRT-Rank. In both the syntactic and IR-combined scoring methods, all steps are the same except for the step of computing the scores of JTTs. Since SRT-Rank can be applied to all the methods in the same way, we show how to apply it using a representative existing method, the Sparse algorithm proposed by EFFICIENT [7] , which adopts the IRcombined scoring method † . Figure 11 shows the skeleton of the Sparse [7] algorithm. The algorithm gets the schema graph, S G, the keyword query, Q, and the number of results to retrieve, k, as the input. It returns the top-k JTTs, JT T topk , as the output. In Step 1, it creates a set of non-free tuple sets NFT S set of † Besides the Sparse algorithm, EFFICIENT [7] has proposed the SinglePipelined and the GlobalPipelined algorithms to improve the efficiency. Since these three algorithms use the same scoring function, there is no difference in terms of effectiveness. We use the Sparse algorithm, which is the simplest. Q. In Step 2, it creates a set of CNs CN set for Q by using NFT S set and S G. In Step 3, it evaluates each CN in CN set and generates the top-k JTTs by calculating the scores of JTTs, which are generated by each CN. In Step 4, it returns the top-k JTTs. In this paper, we extend Step 3 to use SRTRank proposing SparseSRT-Rank in Fig. 12 . The other steps are the same as those of the Sparse algorithm [7] . Figure 12 shows the SparseSRT-Rank algorithm. In this algorithm, we define a class, CombinedScore, to represent the scoring function that combines the SRT score with the existing scoring functions. The CombinedScore class consists of two elements ordered in the lexicographic order: 1) the SRTScore that represents the SRT score and 2) the EfficientScore that represents the EFFICIENT score.
The algorithm gets a set of CNs, CN set , a keyword query, Q, and the number of results to retrieve, k, as the input. It returns the set of top-k JTTs, JT T topk , as the output. In Step 1, it initializes the priority queue, CN queue, to keep the CNs in the order of the CombinedScore, JT T queue, to keep the JTTs in the order of the CombinedScore. In Step 2, for each cn in CN set , it calculates the CombinedScore from the SRTScore and EfficientScore of cn. The latter is the maximum possible EFFICIENT score of JTTs that are generated by cn using the EFFICIENT scoring function. Then, it stores cn and its CombinedScore in CN queue. In Step 2.1.1, it calculates the number of SRTs in cn by using the CIN method that is proposed in Sect. 5.3. Then, it calculates the CombinedScore.SRTScore of cn. In Step 2.1.2, it calculates the CombinedScore.EfficientScore of cn by using the scoring function of EFFICIENT [7] . In Step 2.1.3, it inserts cn and its CombinedScore into CN queue.
In Step 3, the algorithm generates JTTs by evaluating each CN in CN queue and calculates the CombinedScore of each JTT. First, it evaluates each cn in CN queue in the order of the CombinedScore and obtains JTTs for cn. Then, it assigns CombinedScore.SRTScore of cn to CombinedScore.SRTScore for the JTT. Next, the algorithm calculates the CombinedScore.EfficientScore of each JTT by using the scoring function of EFFICIENT [7] . Then, it inserts cn and its CombinedScore into CN queue. Finally, the algorithm inserts each JTT and its CombinedScore into JT T queue to maintain JTTs in the order of the CombinedScore. It repeats this process until the CombinedScore of the k-th element in JT T queue is higher than or equal to the CombinedScore of the top element in CN queue. In Step 4, the algorithm returns the top-k JTTs in JT T queue.
Comparison of the SRT with the Maximal Object
The SRT appears to be similar to the maximal object [12] that has been proposed to unambiguously interpret selection queries on the universal relation [5] . The universal relation is defined as the virtual relation that is obtained by "conceptually" joining all the relations in the database schema. However, joining all the relations incurs unexpected result especially where there is a cycle in the schema. Thus, the notion of the maximal object was proposed to solve this problem; the universal relation can be represented as a set of maximal objects. In a maximal object, a selection query can be interpreted unambiguously.
However, we observe some cases that a maximal object still includes a cycle. A representative example is a maximal object for the TPC-H database schema. The max- imal object for the TPC-H database schema is the whole set of relations in the database schema, i.e., mo: {Region, Nation, Customer, Orders, LineItem, Partsupp, S upplier, Part}. Figure 13 represents the relationships among relations in mo as a graph, which has a cycle. Here, Naion serves as two different roles: 1) a nation that a customer belongs to and 2) a nation that a supplier belongs to. Therefore, we need to break the cycle to interpret a query correctly. Fig. 2 
Example 10. Let us consider a top-k keyword query Q: ({'USA', 'Cruise', 'England', 'McKellen'}, 2) on the sample dataset of the TPC-H database shown in
In Fig. 13 . Because of the cycle, if we interpret Q, an unexpected equality condition on the Nation relation is added, unlike when we do with an SRT in Fig. 14 . The unexpected equality condition is that "the nation of the customer should be the same as that of the supplier." This condition excludes T 1 from the query results, which is contrary to the user's intention.
contrast, if we use the maximal object directly to interpret Q, we cannot interpret Q as what the user wants. Specifically, the maximal object mo for the TPC-H database schema includes a cycle as shown in
Performance Evaluation
Experimental Data and Environment
In this section, we show that SRT-Rank improves the ranking quality of the existing methods [6] , [7] , [11] using syntactic or IR-combined scoring by performing the experiments on synthetic and real datasets. We use TPC-H [18] We use the following queries for experiments. For the TPC-H dataset, we use 50 queries by ten graduate students of Computer Science Department at KAIST. To minimize bias with queries, we choose the students who do not participate in this paper. To create the queries, they use the ER diagram of the TPC-H database as a reference and write down search intensions, which specify the information they want to retrieve, and keyword queries to represent the search intensions. This method is the same as Coffman et al. [4] do. An example of the search intensions is "Find a supplier whose name is 'Smith' and who belongs to the 'England' nation." The keyword query to represent the search intension is {'Smith', 'England'}. In the appendix, we show the search intensions for 50 queries created by the students. For the real datasets, we use the same queries as those used in Coffman et al. [4] . The number of queries for each dataset is 50, and the average number of the query keywords for each dataset is designed to be similar to the search engine log [4] .
We use DISCOVER [6] as a representative syntactic scoring method and use EFFICIENT [7] and SPARK [11] as representative IR-combined scoring methods for the comparison. We choose DISCOVER since it is known as the most effective one in the syntactic scoring method [6] . We choose EFFICIENT since it is the first IR-combined method and choose SPARK since it is known as the most effective one in the IR-combined method [11] . We implement all the methods using the Java language. We also extend DIS-COVER, EFFICIENT, and SPARK to use SRT-Rank and call each one as DISCOVER SRT-Rank, EFFICIENT SRTRank, and SPARK SRT-Rank, respectively. In addition, we extend DISCOVER, EFFICIENT, and SPARK to use MO-Rank, which is a ranking method using the maximal object as a semantic unit, and call each one as DISCOVER MO-Rank, EFFICIENT MO-Rank, and SPARK MO-Rank, respectively. Hereafter, we call the methods that do not use both SRT-Rank and MO-Rank as base methods, those that apply MO-Rank to the base methods as MO-Rank methods, and those that apply SRT-Rank to the base methods as SRT-Rank methods.
To measure the effectiveness of the methods, we define the relevant answers for a keyword query. It is the set of JTTs that satisfy the users' search intension for the keyword query [4] . To determine the relevant answers, we use the same approach as the Coffman et al. [4] do. That is, for each keyword query, the relevant answers are the results obtained by evaluating the SQL queries corresponding to the users' search intension for the keyword query.
We use the following quality measures: 1) The mean normalized discounted cumulated gain at k (MNDCG@k) [9] , [22] , 2) the number of queries whose top-1 result is relevant to the query (#top1rels) [4] , [11] , 3) mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [20] and 4) mean average precision (MAP) [13] . The cumulative gain at k (CG@k) is defined as the sum of the relevance score of each result in the topk results [9] . Here, if a result is a relevant answer, we set the relevance score of the result as 1; otherwise, we set it as 0. The discounted cumulative gain at k (DCG@k) is defined as the sum of the discounted relevance score of each result in the top-k results [9] . We define the discounted relevance score of i-th result as the relevance score divided by log 2 (i + 1). The normalized discounted cumulated gain at k (NDCG@k) for a query is defined as the DCG@k divided by the ideal DCG@k of the top-k results [9] . The ideal DCG@k is defined as the DCG@k of the top-k results where results in the top-k results are sorted in the descending order of their relevance score † [9] . MNDCG@k for a set of queries is the average of NDCG@k for all queries in the set. The #top1rels is defined as the number of queries whose first result is relevant. The reciprocal rank (RR) for a query is the inverse of the rank at which the first relevant result is retrieved or 0 if no relevant result is retrieved. The mean reciprocal rank for a set of queries is the average of the reciprocal ranks for all queries in the set. The average precision (AP) for a query is the average of the precision values calculated after each relevant result is retrieved. The mean average precision for a set of queries is the average of the average precisions for all queries in the set.
We need to consider how to handle the JTTs whose scores are the same. Existing works break ranks of those JTTs arbitrarily [1] , [7] , [11] or do not explain any details [6] , [10] . Thus, to calculate the DCG@k(RR, AP) more accurately, we use the following probabilistic approach. First, if there are n JTTs whose scores are the same for the l-th ranking, we assign the same 1/n probability to each JTT to be (l + i) rank where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Next, we calculate the probabilistic DCG@k(RR, AP) for each possible ranking of the JTTs by multiplying the DCG@k(RR, AP) with the probability for the possible ranking. Finally, we get the final DCG@k(RR, AP) of the JTTs by summing up the probabilistic DCG@k(RR, AP) for each possible ranking.
We have performed all experiments on a machine with Intel Core i5 760 2.80GHz CPU and 4GB RAM running Linux Fedora Core 14. We use MySQL 5.5.19. Figures 15 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the experimental results of the base methods, the MO-Rank methods, and the SRT-Rank methods for each dataset where k = 10. The results show similar trends for all quality measures. For the TPC-H and Mondial datasets, whose database schemas have cycles, the SRT-Rank methods outperform the MO-Rank methods. For the Wikipedia and IMDB datasets, whose database schema do not have cycles, the effectiveness of every SRT-Rank method is better than or equal to that of the corresponding MO-Rank method. For the TPC-H and IMDB datasets, the SRT-Rank methods significantly outperform the base methods. Specifically, for the TPC-H dataset, the SRT-Rank methods increase the MNDCG@k by 7.7%, 19.4%, and 7.2%, compared with DISCOVER, EFFICIENT, and SPARK, respectively; the #top1rels by 14.8%, 20.0%, and 13.2%; the MRR by 10.4%, 20.6%, and 9.8%; the MAP by 10.0%, 20.6%, and 9.0%. For the IMDB dataset, the SRT-Rank methods increase the MNDCG@k by 0.1%, 46.9%, and 38.2%, compared with DISCOVER, EF-FICIENT, and SPARK, respectively; the #top1rels by 0%, 160.0%, and 63.8%; MRR by 0.1%, 61.7%, and 46.6%; the MAP by 0%, 63.8%, and 47.2%. For the Mondial and Wikipedia datasets, SRT-Rank methods show results similar to those of the base methods. Nevertheless, we note that the effectiveness of every SRT-Rank method is better than or equal to that of the corresponding base method. Specifically, for the Mondial dataset, the SRT-Rank methods increase the MNDCG@k by 0%, 1.2%, and 2.9%, compared with DISCOVER, EFFICIENT, and SPARK, respectively; the #top1rels by 0%, 0%, and 3.3%; the MRR by 0%, 0.7%, and 3.0%; the MAP by 0%, 0.9%, and 3.5%. For the Wikipedia dataset, the SRT-Rank methods increase the MNDCG@k by 0%, 0%, and 12.1%, compared with DISCOVER, EF-FICIENT, and SPARK, respectively; the #top1rels by 0%, 0%, and 0%; the MRR by 0%, 0%, and 5.5%; the MAP by 0%, 0%, and 9.5%. We explain below why this phenomenon occurs.
Experimental Results
Effectiveness
SRT-Rank improves the ranking quality of the query results since it takes semantic relevancy among relations into account. There are two cases when the SRT-Rank is effective: (1) when the syntactic scoring methods gives higher syntactic scores to JTTs whose CN consists of a large number of SRTs than to JTTs whose CN consists of a small number of SRTs; (2) when the IR-combined scoring methods gives higher IR scores to JTTs whose CN consists of a large number of SRTs than to JTTs whose CN consists of a small number of SRTs.
The first case occurs when the dataset satisfies the following conditions: (1) there are cycles in the database schema graph. A cycle here is an undirected one where an edge means that the relations on either side of the edge (1) and (2) allow two different paths that connect relations containing tuples in which the query keywords appear. (3) The set of the relations in one path (say, P short ) with the shorter length does not have LJPbyFDs, and the set of the relations in the other path (say, P long ) with the longer length has LJPbyFDs. The TPC-H dataset satisfies these three conditions. Figure 16 shows the TPC-H database schema graph, which has an undirected cycle. If tuples in the relations Customer and S upplier contain the query keywords, we have two different paths P long and P short that connect Customer and S upplier. The set of the relations in P long has LJPbyFDs; the set of the relations in P short does not have LJPbyFDs. Therefore, as shown in Example 1, the syntactic scoring method ranks JTTs for P short higher than those for P long based on the size (i.e., the number of relations) of the JTT. However, SRT-Rank method ranks JTTs for P long higher than those for P short by counting the number of SRTs instead of the number of relations. This effect not only applies to the syntactic scoring method but also to the IR-combined scoring methods.
For the Mondial dataset, the first case does not occur since the dataset does not satisfy Condition (3). Although the Mondial database schema graph has cycles, the SRT-Rank does not affect the ranking quality of the syntactic scoring methods. Figure 17 shows a cycle in the Mondial database schema graph. Let us consider two paths that connect two different relations in the cycle that contain the query keywords. We can find all the possible P short in the cycle: (1) Country → City, (2) City ← Organization, (3) Organization ← IS Member, and (4) IS Member → Country. The set of relations in each of these paths has LJPbyFDs. Therefore, it does not satisfy Condition (3). For the Wikipedia and IMDB dataset, the first case does not occur since there is no cycle in the database schema graph. Therefore, the SRT-Rank does not affect the ranking quality of the syntactic scoring methods.
The second case occurs when a JTT T 2 has much more query keywords than a JTT T 1 and, at the same time, the set of the relations in CN(T 2 ) does not have LJPbyFDs while and CN(T 2 ), respectively. Since MovieIn f o in T 2 contains query keywords, T 2 has definitely much more query keywords than T 1 . However, T 1 consists of one SRT while T 2 consists of two SRTs. As a result, the IR-combined scoring methods rank T 2 higher than T 1 while the SRT-Rank methods rank T 1 higher than T 2 , which is closer to the user's intention. The second case occurs for the TPC-H, Mondial, and Wikipedia datasets as well. Overall, the SRT-Rank methods prove to be more effective than the IRcombined scoring methods.
Figures 19 shows the MNDCG@k of each method as k is varied from 1 to 100. Experimental results show that the trends among the methods are similar to one another. We present the experimental results of the MNDCG@k for the TPC-H dataset only since the trends are similar for the other measures and datasets.
There may be cases where the search intention of the user does not map to the CN consisting of the smallest number of SRTs. In such a case, SRT-Rank ranks the JTTs whose CN consists of the smallest number of SRTs higher than those whose CN maps to the search intention of the user, and consequently, SRT-Rank degrades the ranking quality. One query for the TPC-H dataset corresponds to this case. The query is {'Smith', 'Miller † '} and the search intension of the query is "Find a nation that both a customer whose name is 'Miller' and a supplier whose name is 'Smith' belong to. For the query, the CN that maps to the search intension consists of two SRTs. However, there is a JTT meaning that a customer whose name is 'Miller' orders some parts from a supplier whose name is 'Smith' (which, in fact, could also be a valid user intention). The CN of this JTT consists of only one SRT. Therefore, SRTRanks ranks the JTT whose CN does not map to the search intension higher than that whose CN maps to the search intension. However, joining two different SRTs in a CN generates a Cartesian product among tuples having the same join attribute values since any relation in one SRT cannot functionally determine all the relations in the other SRT. Since the relevancy among relations becomes weaker as the number of Cartesian products in the join path of the relations increases, it is rational to consider that the user wants query results including as small a number of Cartesian products † The real names are '000000484' and '000002020' since they are synthetic data in the TPC-H dataset. as possible, i.e., consisting of the smallest number of SRTs. Thus, in most of cases in our experiments, we observe that the search intention of the user maps to the CN consisting of the smallest number of SRTs.
Efficiency
To compare the efficiency between the SRT-Rank methods, MO-Rank methods, and base methods, we measure the running time of each method. We divide the overall running time into 1) the preprocessing time, which creates non-free tuple sets and CNs and 2) the result generation time, which evaluates the CNs and generates the results. The preprocessing time is the same for among the SRT-Rank methods, MO-Rank methods, and base methods. Therefore, we show only the result generation time. Figure 20 shows the result generation time of the SRTRank methods, MO-Rank methods, and base methods for the TPC-H, Mondial, Wikipedia, and IMDB datasets when k is 10. Experimental results show that the query performance of a SRT-Rank method is comparable to or better than that of the corresponding base method. Specifically, the SRTRank methods are 0.99 ∼ 1.41 times more efficient than the base methods for the TPC-H dataset; 1.09 ∼ 1.24 times for the Mondial dataset; 0.97 ∼ 1.77 times for the Wikipedia dataset; 1.04 ∼ 1.29 times for the IMDB dataset. In addition, experimental results show that the query performance of a MO-Rank method is comparable to or better than that of the corresponding base method. Specifically, the MORank methods are 1.14 ∼ 1.38 times more efficient than the base methods for the TPC-H dataset; 1.03 ∼ 2.08 times for the Mondial dataset; 0.77 ∼ 1.41 times for the Wikipedia dataset; 1.07 ∼ 1.28 times for the IMDB dataset. This improvement in efficiency comes from the fact that SRT-Rank (MO-Rank) methods can prune the search space more efficiently by using the SRT score (the MO score that maps to the SRT score).
Related Work
Existing works on top-k keyword query processing in relational databases can be classified into two categories: 1) the schema-based approach and 2) the schema-free approach [24] .
The schema-based approach such as DBXplorer [1] and DISCOVER [6] uses the syntactic score as a scoring function. DISCOVER [6] improves the effectiveness of DBXplorer by solving the problem that DBXplorer cannot create JTTs containing different tuples in the same relation. EFFICIENT [7] , EFFECTIVE [10] , and SPARK [11] use the IR-combined score as a scoring function. EFFICIENT [7] treats each tuple in a JTT as a document and calculates the IR score of the JTT by summing all the IR scores of tuples in the JTT. EFFECTIVE [10] improves the effectiveness of EFFICIENT by normalizing the IR score according to its distribution over tuples. SPARK [11] improves the effectiveness of EFFICIENT by treating a JTT as a document and by calculating the IR score of the JTT.
There have been a lot of research efforts based on the schema-free approach. The schema-free approach calculates the scores of the JTTs at the instance level by modeling the tuples and their relationships as a graph. Thus, it retrieves subtrees or subgraphs that are the most relevant to a keyword query considering the weights of the nodes and edges. BANKS [2] is the first research work based on the schema-free approach. CI-Rank [25] observes the problem of BANKS that considers only the root node and the leaf nodes (i.e., nodes containing the query keywords). It shows that intermediate nodes can also affect the effectiveness of the JTTs and propose a new ranking method that takes those into account. Community [16] identifies the problem that a tree cannot express all relationships among the tuples that contain the query keywords. To solve this problem, it proposes a new method that finds subgraphs connecting tuples that contain the query keywords. These methods take the relationships among tuples into account based on the schemafree approach. However, they are different from our approach in the sense that the schema-free approach needs to model the relational data as a graph at the instance level. We can consider application of the concept of SRT to the schema-free approach. We leave it as a further study.
AutoJoin [14] uses the concept of the maximal object for efficient keyword query processing in relational databases. Using the maximal object, it efficiently creates SQL queries corresponding to the given keyword query. AutoJoin also breaks the cycles of the maximal object as the SRT does. However, the SRT has the following distinguishing properties from AutoJoin. 1) The purpose of SRT is different from that of AutoJoin: SRT is proposed to improve the 'effectiveness of ranking methods' while AutoJoin is proposed to improve the 'efficiency of query processing. ' 2) The SRT defines the semantic structure on the CN, which can be mapped to a query graph, while AutoJoin defines the maximal object on the database schema graph. The query graph can distinguish the relations having the same name with different roles while the database schema graph cannot. Therefore, an SRT can distinguish the relations having the same name with different roles while a maximal object cannot. In Example 10, the first (i.e., left) Nation serves as a nation to which a customer belongs; the second (i.e., right) Nation as a nation to which a supplier belongs. Thus, we need to distinguish the two Nation as different relations in cn 1 .
Conclusions
We have proposed the SRT to improve the ranking quality of the top-k keyword query results in relational databases. An SRT is a tree that maximally connects the strongly related relations in the CN. Next, we have proposed the SRT score that reflects the concept of the SRT as a scoring function. The SRT score is the first ranking method that applies semantic relevancy among relations to ranking the results of keyword queries. Finally, we have proposed SRTRank, which ranks the JTTs by using new scoring functions that combine those of existing works with the SRT score. Through experiments, we have shown that SRT-Rank improves the ranking quality.
To show the effectiveness of SRT-Rank, we have performed experiments on one synthetic and three real datasets.
Experimental results show that SRT-Rank significantly improves the ranking quality. Specifically, for a synthetic dataset, SRT-Rank improves the MNDCG@k by up to 19.4%, #top1rels by up to 20.0%, the MRR by up to 20.6%, and the MAP by up to 20.6%; for real datasets, SRT-Rank improves the MNDCG@k by up to 46.9%, #top1rels by up to 160.0%, the MRR by up to 61.7%, and the MAP by up to 63.8%. We have also shown that the query performance of SRT-Rank is comparable to or better than those of existing methods.
SRT-Rank is the first research work that utilizes the concept of the lossless join property so as to rank the topk keyword query results effectively. SRT-Rank is applicable to arbitrary existing scoring functions since the SRT score is a ranking factor independent of the existing ones. For a future work, based on the rigorous comparison between top-k keyword query processing in relational databases and selection query processing in universal relations, we plan to formally and theoretically analyze the relationship between the maximal object and the SRT. nation. Q29: Find a customer whose name is '000008449 ' and who belongs to the 'JAPAN' nation and orders some parts from a supplier whose name is '000000103' and belongs to the 'BRAZIL' nation. Q30: Find a customer whose name is '000008177 ' and who belongs to the 'CHINA' nation and orders some parts from a supplier whose name is '000000983' and belongs to the 'ALGERIA' nation. Q31: Find a customer whose name is '000004450' and who belongs to the 'INDIA' nation and orders some parts from a supplier who belongs to the 'INDONESIA' nation. Q32: Find a customer whose name is '000006101' and who belongs to the 'ARGENTINA' nation and orders some parts from a supplier who belongs to the 'CHINA' nation. Q33: Find the 'almond hot lemon honeydew blush' part that is ordered by customers who belong to the 'IRAQ' nation. Q34: Find the 'moccasin drab olive metallic papaya' part that is ordered by customers who belong to the 'UNITED KINGDOM' nation. Q35: Find the 'red peach seashell honeydew burlywood' part that is ordered by customers who belong to the 'FRANCE' nation. Q36: Find a customer whose name is '000000028' and who orders the 'blanched khaki azure misty orang' part and belongs to the 'INDIA' nation. Q37: Find a customer whose name is '000000004' and who orders the 'tan blush blue almond navy' part and belongs to the 'EGYPT' nation. Q38: Find a customer whose name is '000006101' and who orders some parts from a supplier whose name is '000000096' and belongs to the 'JAPAN' nation. Q39: Find a customer whose name is '000012332' and who orders some parts from a supplier whose name is '000000658' and belongs to the 'RUSSIA' nation. Q40: Find a customer whose name is '000003691' and who orders the 'cyan white honeydew blue hot' part from a supplier whose name is '000000067.' Q41: Find a customer whose name is '000007801' and who orders the 'cornflower tomato linen powder cyan' part from a supplier whose name is '000000138.' Q42: Find a customer whose name is '000000569' and who orders the 'yellow deep bisque mint orchid' part. Q43: Find a customer whose name is '000001570' and who orders the 'rose light peach grey lemon' part. Q44: Find a customer whose name is '000002569' and who orders the 'navajo moccasin orange papaya seashell' part. Q45: Find a nation that both a customer whose name is '000002020' and a supplier whose name is '000000484' belong to. Q46: Find the 'CANADA' nation that both a customer whose name is '000008415' and a customer whose name is '000011675' belong to. Q47: Find a nation that both a customer whose name is '000004043' and a customer whose name is '000000365' belong to. Q48: Find a part that both a supplier whose name is '000000313' and a supplier whose name is '000000062' supply. Q49: Find a part that both a supplier whose name is '000000125' and a supplier whose name is '000000624' supply. Q50: Find a part that both a supplier whose name is '000000866' and a supplier whose name is '000000615' supply. 
